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Improvements at the Circle/Platte intersection will address current and future congestion
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The Platte Avenue/Boulder
Street one-way couplet
would terminate at
Wahsatch Avenue, altering
the existing configuration of
the intersections.
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Union Blvd

Allows on streett p
parking along the entirety of Platte, which is not there today

Wahsatch Ave

Allows about 50
0 ffeet of space on Platte Ave to be given back to the sidewalks and streetscapes
between El Paso St
Street and Hancock

One-way Couplet-Wahsatch Ave End
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One-way opera
eration allows for more efficient traffic flow and safer intersection operations because
there are fewer
er movements at intersections (eliminating left turn movement for one direction). One
way configurations
on are generally 15% more efficient in terms of moving traffic than two-way
configurations
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and
d westbound
w
traffic using Boulder
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Both
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and Boulder Street will have two travel lanes and a dedicated transit lane

The draft recommended
alternative includes an
option to provide a trail
undercrossing, as shown.
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At the Platte/U
Platte/Union intersection, the north/south crossing distance across Platte is reduced by 25
feet with the elimination of left turn lanes
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Additional through
through lane along Circle all the way north to Galley will provide additional north/south capacity

Wahsatch Ave

Additional
ditional dedicated turn lanes in most directions are expected to reduce overall intersection delay by
more
ore than 48 seconds
second during the afternoon peak and more than 39 seconds during the morning peak

Safer crossings
s ffor pedestrians and bicyclists at north/south streets because there is only traffic
coming from one
on direction instead of two
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Platte Avenue will be rais
raised to be at-grade with El Paso Street and eliminate the tunnel

Shooks Run Trail Crossing Option
Reconstructed as an underpass
(depicted in graphic)
Reconstruct a new overpass
Reconstruct as an at-grade crossing

Considerations
Retains the grade-separated crossing
Can be constructed to be very open and bright, but at a substantial cost
Not feasible when bringing Platte Ave up to street-level due to ADA requirements for ramp
elevations/grades and the resulting impact on adjacent properties
Does not require any tunnels/underpasses, but does not provide grade-separation
Enhanced crossing could be provided relatively inexpensively (compared to grade-separation)
through a pedestrian-activated signal
Would provide a consistent experience between Platte and Boulder, where both would be
at-grade crossings
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We need your input
np to navigate this decision
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Shooks
ok Run
R tr
t ailil will either be constructed as a grade-separated underpass (depicted in the graphic) or
willll b
be implemented as an enhanced, at-grade crossing

*The project team is conducting refinement
analyses to ensure the success of the one-way
couplet in meeting multiple functional
objectives. Refinement analyses include
addressing vehicular access to properties
along Boulder Street from the west, configuring
east-west bicycle connections and addressing
north-south street traffic considerations. We
look forward to conversations with the public
about this concept!
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With Platte Avenue
ue converted to a one-way street, the intersections at El Paso become simplified
and El Paso Street
ree residents will have access to multiple dedicated active transportation facilities,
including the Sh
Shooks Run trail and the new two-way cycle track
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